Abstract -Data collected over the past years on ion neutral interactions have revealed generalizations for classes of interactions, such as charge transfer, proton transfer, reactions with rearrangements of bonds, energy transfer, isotope exchange and associative reactions. These are discussed below as well as some of the applications.
INTRODUCTION
The formation of charged particles within a neutral gas volume leads to the creation of a plasma, having quite distinct properties, both macroscopic (total charge carrier density, temeprature, etc.) and microscopic ones (types of ions and their internal excitations) depending on the original neutral gas constituents. Electron impact on neutrals and photoionization are producing ions, at the same time destroying or dissociating the originally present neutral molecules. Primary ions, partly excited, partly in their ground states, undergo a variety of reactive and/or nonreactive collisions with neutrals thereby either changing their state of excitation or even their identity. In ion molecule reactions, the formation of new chemical bonds may occur, thus creating new neutral molecules, which are even more complex than the original neutral gas constitutents. Plasma deposition of organic films and the formation of complex molecules in interstellar clouds are examples of molecular synthesis in plasmas. In ionized gases usually tens or even hundreds of ion neutral reactions proceed simultaneously. In order to unravel these patterns of reactions, experimental methods, such as the selected ion flow (drift) tube (SIF(D)T) have been developed, providing information on the reactivities as dependent on the kinetic and internal energy of the reactants, but also on the excitation and deexcitation of ions in collisions with neutrals involving molecular energy transfer.
EXPERIMENTAL
The interactions between ions and neutrals at energies higher than a few eV are usually investigated by means of beam experiments (ref. [1] [2] [3] . A beam of monoenergetic ions, A+, with a total initial current i(A+)0 passes through a collision chamber, containing the neutral target gas B at a number density [B] . On its way L through the collision chamber the ion beam suffers losses due to collisions between A+ and B leading to an attenuation of the ion current in the form
where a is the total cross section for the interaction process. At thermal 1224 W.LINDINGER energies and even up to -1 eV it becomes extremly difficult to produce monoenergetic ion beams and thus only a few beam experiments operate in this low energy regime (ref [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, this regime is the most important one for ion/neutral reactions occurring in natural and technical plasmas, which cover temperatures as low as a few tens of Kelvin (K), as in the case of interstellar dense and diffusive clouds, up to several thousand K, e.g. in the ionospheres of planets or in gaseous discharges.
In order to investigate Ion-Neutral-Reactions in the low energy (thermal) regime a wide variety of so called swarm experiments have been developed over the past three decades, such as the Stationary (ref. 9, 10) and Flowing (ref. 11, 12) Afterglows or Drift Tubes (ref. [13] [14] [15] .
In a swarm experiment, the reactant ions, A+, are introduced into a chamber or tube filled with a nonreactive buffer gas, such as He or Ar (Fig. 1) . The ions undergo many collisions with the buffer gas and reach some kind of equilibrium velocity distribution, which they retain as long as they stay in the chamber. If we now add traces of reactant gas B to the buffer gas, after many collisions with the buffer gas particles, an ion A+ will undergo a potentially reactive collision with an atom or molecule B: + B Products, (2) and as a function of the density [B], a decline of the ion signal monitored in a detection system is observed according to fAJ = [A} e_[BJ (3) where k is the reaction rate coefficient.
In modern swarm experiments, (ref. 16, 17) such as the Selected Ion Flow Drift Tube (Fig. 2) , a variable homogeneous electric field applied to the reaction chamber allows for the controlled variation of the mean kinetic energy, KEion of the reactant ions, drifting in the buffer gas, from which the mean kinetic energy between the reactant ions and reactant neutrals embedded in the buffer gas, KEcm can be obtained according to (ref.15,18-22) M (m+M. ) vd + kbT (4) ion where M, m and Mion are the masses of the reactant neutrals (B) of the buffer gas and of the reactant ions respectively, and vd is the drift velocity of the reactant ions in the buffer gas.
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It is now common that rate coefficients obtained in drift tube experiments are expressed as a function of KEcml derived using Equ. (4) .
A fraction of the ions produced in an ion source may be in long-lived excited vibrational or electronic states. In many cases, ions retain this excitation even on their way through the drift chamber, surviving many collisions, especially when He is used as the buffer gas, and when E/N is kept low (ref. ding on the kind of buffer gas, the internal E/N (Id) (vibrational) -N2H(v=1)
The reaction of N2 with H2 producing N2H has an exothermicity of 2 eV, while the proton transfer from H3 to H2 is exothermic only by 0.5 eV. The high fraction of excited N2H (v) in reaction (6) compared to the one in reaction (7) reflects qualitatively this difference between the exothermicities. While N2H (v>2) undergoes fast proton transfer with Argon, N2H (v< 1) does not, thus in a plasma containing Ar the furhter reactive sequences involving N2H will be quite different, depending on the process in which N2H is formed.
The combination of an ion source (electron impact or discharge type source) and an octupole storage section followed by a quadrupole analyzer as shown in Fig. 2 allows to introduce ions into the drift region of a SIFDT retaining closely their nascient state distribution. How this is achieved can best be demonstrated using the above mentioned reactions (6) and (7).
N2+ (v=o) originating from a high pressure ion source is introduced into the octupole, where a small fraction ( 1%) is allowed to collide with H2. The product ions N2H+ are then mass selected before having the chance to undergo further collisions with any neutrals M which could result in the quenching process
and are then introduced via a Venturi type inlet into the He buffer in the drift section. As He does not significantly quench the vibrational excitation of N2H at low E/N, the addition of Kr and Ar respectively as reactants into the drift section causes the fast conversion of N2H+ (v>1) into KrH and of N2H (v>2) into ArH, thus allowing us to obtain the fractions of N2H (v>2), N2H(v=1) and N2H(v=o). Similarly in the case of reaction (7), H3+ from the high pressure electron impact source is introduced into the octupole, where traces of N2 allow for the conversion of small fractions of H3 into N2H which is then analyzed in the same way as mentioned above. Ar with H20 and 0(2D) with N2 and 02 (ref. [44] [45] [46] [47] respectively. Small FCF's do not seem to allow for a fast charge transfer to occur. These slow charge transfer processes exhibit strong energy dependences, often reflecting the access into favourable, but endoergic product channels at elevated KEcm. This has been shown e.g. for Ar+ + 02 (Fig. 4) , where above a few tenths of an eV, the slightly endoergic product channel 
RESULTS
In view of these aspects recent data on several types of ion-neutralinteractions will be discussed in the following.
Binary collisions
Due to the attractive potential of the ion-induced dipole interaction "capture" of the reactant ion and the neutral collIsion partner into an orbiting complex takes place with a rate = 211e ( (9) usually called the Langevin limiting rate (ref. 38, 39) . a is the polarizability of the neutral and mr the reduced mass between the collision partners.
Additional factors, reaching the same order of magnitude as kL need to be addend, when permanent dipoles or quadrupoles exist (ref. [40] [41] [42] in the neutral reactant (the respective values usually are indicated as and in the following the symbol kc is used for all of these theoretical limits).
Experiments have shown that in many cases, even whole classes of ion neutral reactions proceed with rate coefficients as fast as kc (typically 1 x cm3 sec), i.e. each capture into an orbiting complex leads to a reaction. Reactions proceeding with rates k kc retain this fast reactivity (ref. 24) independently on KE in the range from thermal energies up to a few eV.
However rate coefficients, which are much smaller than kc usually show strong energy dependences. An interesting reaction system is protonated formic acid and H20 together with its deuterated analogues, and rate coefficients for this system are shown in SiNH2 + H + Si (24) Si2NH2 + H However, while the ion chemistry of plasmas like the ionosphere is well understood, only a first step has been done for the investigation of the reaction kinetics of deposition plamsas.
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